Reminders for Visiting Teams

- Park at Kent Hall or Campus Center
- Mask indoors
- Stow recycling and trash in proper bins
- Stow gear neatly
- Use the water fountains to refill bottles and reduce waste

**Rigging on docks**
- Launch boats before standing in them
- Step into cockpit, not across foredeck
- Raise sails only when ready to leave the dock
- Tie sail bag to cradle

**Derigging on docks**
- CB’s UP pulled tight and cleated BEFORE pulling onto dock
- Remove tension from shock cords
- Tie both shroud bases to cradle
- Halyards tight
- Plugs out

**Beach launch of 420’s**
- Tie sail bag to bow lifter
- FLOAT boats on and off dolly
- Use docks to rig rudder and complete rigging process
- Tie to dolly while boat is floating to keep sand out of cleats
- Tie dolly in 3 places (bow & both jib cleats)

PLEASE REPORT ANY DESCRIPTANCES FOR REPAIR!